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The Magnolia Review Ink
Award
The Magnolia Review Ink Award Winner is “Meditations on the Creation”
by Nathan Dennis. The imagery created a relatable experience to modern
readers, and the repetition of dialogue is a wonderful view into the selfdoubt yet continued persistence that plagues all artists and creators.
Honorable mentions are “In the Morning, They Disappear” by J. B. Santillan and “Recovery” by Wade McCullough. /Santillan’s prose about death,
dreams, and collection is a fascinating take on how obsession can either
connect one to the world or shut it out entirely, and McCullough’s poetry
and collage growing into color show a wonderful sequence of the creation
of something beautiful from nothing.

Aretha Lemon is a graduate of the Bowling Green State University Creative
Writing program with poems published in the Prairie Margins literary
magazine and the Silver Birch Press.
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Meditations on The Creation
I
God came into this world, naked and crying.
“Ma, ma”
“Ma, what do I do?”
But God ain’t have a ma.
God was alone.
God wept the universe into existence.
II
God made up the world
Having seen lots of other universes
And having become bored of consuming,
He decided to take a shot at something people would remember him by.
Whatever people ended up being.
III
God had an accident.
God kicked over a can of Campbell’s primordial soup.
Spilling the hydrogen gravy all over the cosmic countertop
Dropping the can onto spacetime with a knackered bang!
“Oops.”
“It’s your mess now, child.”
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IV
God needed a soundtrack
To accompany creation.
To welcome people to Heaven.
To herald Revelation.
So God made Enya.
And she was Good.
God loves Enya.
V
God passed the Devil, minding his own business.
“Ain’t I seen you before?” God said.
“You must’ve.” The Devil replied.
“You made me.”
“I ain’t remember that.” Said God.
“That seems pretty dumb of me.”
“I’m grateful you did either way.” Said the Devil.
“I don’t want to die.”
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VI
God got lazy. Making life was exhausting.
All the little molecules of DNA and RNA were always snapping apart.
And his phospholipids never made a perfect bilayer.
So he decided to optimize, streamline, increase efficiency.
His action item was evolution.
“I call it organic intelligence.”
“The important thing is I started it.”
“No one will forget that. Right?”
VII
God was very anxious the whole week.
He had worked very hard on Earth.
And didn’t want to disappoint.
Disappointment gives God very bad anxiety.
“Is it good?” “Is it good” He’d cry out past the Angels,
Past the vault above the heavens,
“Is it good?”
…
“Is it good?”
He went to bed, shaking with panic.
“Is it good?” “Is it good?”
…
When sleep finally took him, a voice carefully peered from past where God
could reach.
A voice that curled open on the petals of a small Daisy.
“It is good.”
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VIII
“Am I good?” “Am I good?”
I went to bed shaking with panic.
“Am I good?”
I cried as sleep finally took
“Am I good?”
...
A muted siren moaned out on 145th street,
“Daisies don’t grow very well in Manhattan.”
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The Bathroom at
The Hungarian Pastry Shop
I tottered to the bathroom
At The Hungarian Pastry Shop,
The Viennese coffee moving through
My digestive tract, faster than
The dissolution of the
Austrian Empire.
And I had need to rapidly
Depose a fleeing Kaisar.
I always am apprehensive
Going to the toilet
At the Hungarian Pastry Shop.
As there is only one stall, for men, women,
College students that aren’t as broke
As they like to proclaim they are:
Pretenders to the radical anarcho-collective
Of Bohemia.
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But it is difficult to perform
A colonic coup when the proletariat
Keeps knocking on my parliament privy.
And the clamours for release
Almost make me forget that I have secured
The key resource -- and thus the power.
I remember my privilege of stewarding
My Holed-up Hofburg,
When I see all of the notes -- graffitti is too loose a term -That dynasties of philosophers have scribbled out.
“Peter Pan is just a kid in a straight jacket”
“I can count to Potato”
“You can’t stop the signal…”
“We vandalize things that aren’t ours, with quotes we didn’t write, to impress people taking shits.”
“CAPTIALISM MAIMS”
The power they wield is not codified, but symbolized in pen.
Musings themselves are nigh worthless -But the markings symbolize their monopoly over time.
Leisurely time these philosophers sat, thinking with pants around ankles
Cuddling up to warming porcelain,
Ignoring the pounding masses outside who scream “bread...bread must
go!”
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Did these crapping Kierkegaard Kaisars hike up their undies
Before doodling out these meditations on constipation?
Did they waddle, half-wiped, to scrawl half-baked philosophy?
Or did they simply enter the bathroom with the sole intent of
Making their voices known?
Purposefully overriding the function of this people’s burg -To provide relief.
These hypocritical demagogues
Their philosophy is rent-seeking.
They are a caca-stocracy
Governance by the shit.
I wash my hands, aggressively gooping soap onto my fingers
As if to wash away any time I squandered,
Leaving them undried -- sopping wet,
So when I exit back into
The Hungarian Pastry Shop
I will look hurried and harried,
One of the people,
I’ll announce, “she’s all yours, comrade,”
As I wave away the stink of the landed gentry.
The back of my hand presses above a scrawl on the door,
And I see the film of unrinsed soap drip past a final thought,
“There used to be Many beautiful words Here!”
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My conceit feels useless,
Next to such an honest, melancholy thought.
My soap is simply soap.
Bohemia is merely a region on a map.
My shit is not a Kaisar.
“There used to be Many beautiful words Here!”
At The Hungarian Pastry Shop...
At the risk of monopolizing your precious time,
I…I thought I should pass that along.
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Drops of Gin
The taste of gin grows bitter when
The friendship turns
On a sip, a slip of a phrase
Which quickly burns.
Like gin, gulped down without a chase,
The acid stirs.
Mistake spews forth froth garbled sin
On rabid curs.
Snarling, gnashing snouts full of spite
Let loose grudges.
Teeth bared at soft throats, poised to bite
No one budges.
Blood pools from our wounds, seeping pain
In drops of gin.
Pyrrhic scars of a friendship slain:
The price to win.
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Rubicons and Metaphors
This poem has been written before.
This ain’t even the best version of it.
It ain’t even about dramatic shit.
Caesar crossed the Rubicon 2,000 years ago.
I wasn’t there.

But this, this poor time-suck excuse for literature,
this ain’t about nothing magnificent.

I ain’t even couching it in nice language.
Y’all should here me sometime.
I can write nice.
Metaphors and all.

Metaphors are a governor on a driver’s ed car.
They are super delegates at the DNC.
They throttle the speed of emotions.
Forcing our comprehension to a crawl.
Too afraid we’ll succumb to populist mania.
It’s calling zero “love.”
It’s a way to gate keep ideas.
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Here’s my idea you’ve heard before:
Life is hard.

I know mine ain’t the hardest.
I know it could be worse.

But it’s hard.

I have dreams. I know we all have dreams, and I know fuck my dreams,
why should my dreams be better than yours, why should you hear my
dream when you got a dream that you wanna live, why are you standing
here listening to my dream when you could be living your own?

Because we all feel this. We all feel this fear, this fear of failure that fuck
what we thought was gonna be our right, our struggle given right of success, is gonna be smashed under struggle like a piece of chicken under a
meat cleaver by a grubby handed short order cook.

Metaphor for y’all. You’re welcome.

My point is: if we all feel it, if we’re all scared, then somebody should say it.
And maybe, maybe my garbage version of it, maybe it ain’t gonna make it.

Maybe I ain’t gonna make it.
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But somebody will. And they’ll say shit like this. They’ll breathe this shit.
And we’ll taste that shit too, cuz we ate it for breakfast every day until we
became one with our own beautiful dysentery.

And that shit won’t be privatized

That shit will be public fertilizer.

Irrigated by a Rubicon we diverted to grow wheat, not to ford on our
march on Rome.

When I turn on Spotify, and hear those warrior poets crooning “Tramps
like us, Alea iacta est,” I ain’t jealous.

Ok I am jealous.

But I shouldn’t be.

Cuz it’s my song too.
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The Mandjet
The fog curdles forth,
Enveloping the bay and the massive crags that jut forth
as do bastions ‘pon antiquated forts carved for cannonade.
Skewing sight
The thick air clings to the burnished skin of th’émigré
Who struggles forward
Alone again
His companion-nomad having fallen victim to settlement.
No matter, he presses on.
The hissing air coiling ‘round his entire figure
Slogging onward as the thinnest of clouds; yet the thickest to the breath,
Yanks at his ankles,
And trips him forward in chaotic tumbles, mimicking the crashes of the
waves,
That do battle with the crags ‘pon this far north land.
Legs stiffen, buckling under the pressure of a thousand leagues, that never
Give pause. Emotionless miles,
Arrogantly fixed in their distance,
Refusing to grant th’émigré
A mere fluke in consistency
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No matter.
Such is his task
And he hath resigned himself
To such fate.
“tis fate after all…
Yet? Behold!
‘Pon the western shore of the bay that moments before had been a mere
effervescent glance betwixt his journey,
A coporeality permeates this rare, white, benign, miasma.
A woman! No… lady?
A Compatriot in this crusade for reciprocation.
Clad in samite.
She arises from the chopping, visceral sea.
Holding a thin; imperial scepter
It arises, and the sea abates
Stilling, becoming as of glass.
She extends an arm.
Her marble-carved wrist uncurls and extends, all five fingers beckon.
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The fog vanishes,
As if the horn of Gabriel sounded their demise.
Gusted away.
Every mitochondria in his body sounds,
Stirs, forging ecstatic energy that writhes to the surface of his skin.
As do the photons from the great sol finally escape.
And he moves. Glides,
Runs, slowly, staggering,
Pain sparks as hammer to superheated ore.
The slag rushing through his knees
As unrefined muscles are wrought into blades
Impervious to the foils of exhaustive mortality.
He tarries no longer! The excitement of banishing solitude overpowers
The rationality of pain
And he flies forward
Racing towards She who remains still, save for a metamorphosistastical
smile.
The fog returns, stampeding in abaft the crags,
Gushing under his feet.
Propelling him out onto the fierce sea-cliffs
Like Mercurial sandals long unadorned.
The sheer speed that he reaches, tears the clothes from his body
And the fog wrap him in living garments, which whir and spin about,
deftly floating above his skin.
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He runs, clearing the final crag,
And the seaglass rises to meet his leap.
Vapor, ice, and liquid,
All meet as naiads to ferry th’émigré to his newfound muse.
A tear trickles past her eye’s defenses.
‘Tis caught by the wind, and settles ‘pon the cheek of the boy.
It seeps into his skin, imbuing him with the power of salvation
Granting him the final strength to travel the final half a league
To her: his Nike.
The fog dissipates ‘pon contact.
They fall into another,
Crying, crying
He holds her in th’embrace to mark a new age.
Forging new time, new matter…nay, new existence!
The scepter rises from the ocean
Becoming the mast of a forgotten caravel,
Arising,
To reveal a crow’s nest, cradling the young couple,
To reveal sails of pure, unfurled mythril
To reveal a ship carved from the trees of Eden,
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The fog fades into the distance,
Restraining itself to a transparent haze,
Slightly obscuring the horizon
But allowing the glimpse of the fleeing sun
To bathe the mariners in rays of charge and determination.
They scurry down the rigging,
Excitement stealing any frivolous banter,
Grasping at the helm in tandem.
They forgo the tethers of charts and maps,
Relying on the celestial spheres to offer orientation
On this fantastic voyage,
Into the lands unknown.
This fantastic voyage,
A bequest for finishing the leagues thousandfold.
This fantastic voyage;
The Expedition of Paradise:
Within this fantastic voyage
The Mariners are finally home.
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